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Abstract

Multimedia technology has been applied to many
types of applications and the great amount of multime-
dia data need to be indexed. Especially the usage of dig-
ital video data is very popular today. 

In particular video browsing is a necessary activity
in many kinds of knowledge. For effective and interac-
tive exploration of large digital video archives there is a
need to index the videos using their visual, audio and
textual data. In this paper, we focus on the visual and
textual content of video for indexing. 

In the former approach we use the Virtual Image and
in the latter one we use the Dublin Core Metadata,
opportunely extended and multilayered for the video
browsing and indexing.

Before to concentrate our attemption on the visual
content we will explain main methods to video seg-
mentation and annotation, in order to introduce the
steps for video keyfeature extraction and video descrip-
tion generation.
Keywords: Video and Image Indexing, Video
Browsing, Keyframe, DC Metadata , Virtual Image. 

1. Introduction

Digital video is becoming the rising tide of multime-
dia. The amount of video data is growing dramatical-
ly. Thus indexing and cataloguing of digital videos are
more and more important for retrieval. The best way
for indexing video data is content based. In the past,
we usually described and annotated video content
manually. However this traditional solution is not
suitable for the enormous amount of video data. We
must find a mechanism that can provide an efficient
and flexible solution to illustrate video content. In
order to analyse video content we must to segment its
content in units. It is possible to do this at two levels: 
• Structural level, and then we divide videos into

frames, shots, clips, episodes or scenes;

• Content level, according to cinematographic prop-
erties, motion of the camera, audio properties,
motion of a character/object, scenes and stories
within a video, etc.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we
describe the two levels of video analysis mentioned
above. In section 3 we introduce the criteria of
choice for metadata to video indexing and how we
apply these metadata to video segments used in our
processes of video indexing. In section 4 we describe
the Virtual Image and in section 5 we say why we use
it to video indexing and how this content based
method can manage also the metadata. In section 6
we make our conclusion on the work. 

2. Video Segmentation and Video
Extraction/Annotation

Indexing on video content is possible from two
points of view: temporal segmentation and content
analysis. The first is the identification of meaningful
video segments (as shots, scenes, and episodes); the
second is the identification of attributes characteriz-
ing regions, objects, motions in a video segment. We
briefly describe both below. We define segmentation
the process of breaking down a video into its con-
stituent basic elements, that is the shots, and their
higher-level aggregates, such as episodes or scenes.
There are traditional approaches to performing seg-
mentation composed by the following steps: preview-
ing the whole video, identifying the shots, episodes
and scenes and then providing them and their bound-
aries of textual labels. Since this solution is very time-
consuming there is a less expensive way, that is to use
the edit decision list created by video producers during
post-production, but there are few producers that use
this method. The detection of shot boundaries is pos-
sible either on the raw video stream or on compressed
data. There are two main methods to do this:
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• Cuts detection, where the cut is defined as a clean
transition between a shot and the following; it
generally corresponds to a curt change in the
brightness pattern of two consecutive images;

• Gradual transitions detection, where the change
from one shot to another is detected through a
number of frames which present some optical
effect as fade-in and fade-out, wipes and mattes,
etc.

Since a typical segmentation into shots of some
types of video (like movies, news and documentaries)
produces too many shots (e.g. 600-1500 in a movie)
there is the need to build shot aggregates, useful not
only for the evaluation of video content, but also for
video access at semantic level; for example a
sequence of short shots stresses fast action while a
sequence of shots with motion, alternated with static
shots, stresses dynamics. The shot can be an effective
method to segment some formats of video, where it is
a useful basis to create new episodes (e.g. in news
video), but it is very laborious for video formats
where the complete fruition process prevails (as in
shot aggregates or episodes). 

An important concept for the detection of shot
aggregates is the keyframe, that is a particular frame
from the video stream that represents its content or,
more usually, a part of it. Higher level aggregates in a
movie can be detected by analysing the similarity
between keyframes or repetition of shot keyframes.
An example of use of keyframe is in [13], where in
order to create an automatic video content descrip-
tion, video is firstly segmented in scenes, that com-
pose the story unit; keyframes are extracted from
them and then key features are produced. Finally
descriptors are generated. We summarize this process
in Fig. 1.

Once a video stream is segmented into its con-
stituent elements, it is necessary that content indexes
are set. We create indexes on objects and motions,
either on the meaning conveyed by visual primitives.

Indexes on objects are usually extracted from the
keyframe (as mentioned above); the keyfeatures
(informations extracted from the keyframe) are used
in comparison with primitives (or features) extracted
from the query image. The indexes mentioned above
are usually full text keywords, or a structured set of
concepts, both obtained with human intervention.
But it is also possible the use of algorithms in image
analysis for automatic extraction of keyfeatures.
Different types of video need different types of index-
es on video content. 

But we are interested in manual annotation and in
particular in visual iconic annotation. It combines
two distinct representations: 
– A semantic representation, which is independent

from temporal ordering of object actions;
– A temporal representation which etablishes specific

relationship among objects through their combi-
nation and temporal ordering of their actions.

Icons visually represent categories or situations
that are in the video, used as visual primitives or
compound descriptors. The annotation is usually
based on visual languages. An approach particularly
suited to describing object spatio-temporal relation-
ships in a sequence is the iconic annotation by exam-
ple, where visual examples are built; these visual
examples represent the content of a video segment
that will be parsed into a simbolic sentence, accord-
ing to a special description language. This approach
has been used by some authors for its expressiveness
and because through it we can generate very detailed
descriptions of dynamic content of a video stream.
From these authors we mention Arndt and Chang [1]
and Del Bimbo et al. [8]. Arndt and Chang have sug-
gested symbolic description of motion trajectories for
indexing video content through 2D Strings (to repre-
sent object spatial arrangement in individual frames)
and set-theory (to describe changes due to motion).

Del Bimbo et al. presented the language Spatio
Temporal Logic (STL) in order to represent in a sym-
bolic way spatio-temporal relationship in shot
sequences. The basic idea of STL is the spatial asser-
tion, that captures the spatial arrangement of the
objects in a scene. Groups of successive frames with
equivalent spatial descriptions constitute the states,
which in turn are combined through the Boolean
connectives and the temporal-until operator. Finally
the expression constructed with STL will be parsed
in a visual sentence (this mechanim is particularly
used in the querying phase).

3. Metadata in the video indexing process

Currently video indexing through the use of stan-
dard metadata caused a great interest from different
research groups, among these the DCMI Moving
Pictures Special Interest Group; on its proposal we
will base ours. Firstly we need to define our criteria
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to video segmentation (which we will derive from the
analysis of some criteria seen in previous section).
Afterwards we will propose for those levels (in which
the video is segmented) the corresponding metadata,
whose elements will be just derived from Dublin Core
metadata element set. Our proposal on video seg-
mentation is based on modification of scheme
showed in fig.1, where two video segmentation levels
surface: the first level is the scene; the second one is
the story unit.

Definition A story unit is the aggregation of many
scenes logically connected. It differs from the con-
cept of sequence since scenes connected in a story
unit can be also not contiguous, while in the
sequence scenes are contiguous. Since such aggrega-
tion occurs only at logic level, story units are logical
entities, which are constructed through the use of
metadata. 

The advantages of introduction of such entity are:
• It does not have to be phisically stored, but it need

to be characterized in the system catalog of
OODB. Consequently it will provide a greatest
amount of informations without futher waste of
storage;

• It is a logical aggregate of scenes and then can be
characterized by a specific Keyframe;

• It can be defined through the use of metadata, and
this approach can be extended also to key-frames
and scenes;

• The indexing and querying processes use search
engines based on metadata. 

For entities that we chose the following levels of
metadata are defined:
1. The first level is for metadata on the whole video

(for it we adopt the classical approach using the
whole set of Dublin Core metadata) and for the
scene (for it we use a subset of the above-men-
tioned metadata), opportunely extended as speci-
fied in J. Hunter’s proposal [24] (e.g. using
description.keyframe, description.startTime,
description.endTime, description.text);

2. The second level is for metadata on the story
units, obtained using a small subset of extended
Dublin Core metadata (we detail this level below); 

3. A third level is for metadata on the keyframe (pos-
sibly based on clustering processes), that uses Vir-
tual Image (described in detail in the next section);

In particular we will focus in the second level; for
this one only the following metadata are necessary:
• Subject: Since story units are created for catalogu-

ing and fruition, this element functions as title
and subject at the same time. In fact, while for the
video a known title of the work usually exists, for
the story units it does not exist; then in the story
units we can to indicate the category (as action,
dialogue, etc.) 

• Description: For this element we use the follow-
ing extentions: 

– Description.Text
– Description.Keyframe 

• Type: With it we indicate the type of resource
between the possible ones for the video streaming
(as video, scene, shot, frame, at which we add
story unit)

• Relation: This element is important since it
implicitly allows to inherit from video the remain-
ing Dublin Core metadata. In fact in the story
units (and in the scenes that compose the story
units) we use the descriptor Relation.IsPartOf; it
joins such entities to “father” video (the video
from which we extract scenes and story units).
Then we derive the remaining attributes from the
“father” video. Moreover for the story units we
propose the Relation.HasPart extention, in order to
connect story unit with scenes whose it is com-
posed

It is necessary to focus on the Description.
Keyframe element, that represents story units and
then scenes. It is just the beginning point of our con-
tent&metadata based cataloguing. Then we can modi-
fy the scheme of Fig. 2 as follows:

4. The Virtual Image 

From original point of view the Virtual Image [17]
describes its corresponding real image in terms of
objects and spatial relationships and preserves the
spatial knowledge embedded in the real image. 

Formally it is defined as a pair (Ob, Rel) where :
• Ob = {ob

1
, …….. , ob

n 
} is a set of objects

• Rel = {Rel
x
, Rel

y 
} is a couple of sets of binary spa-

tial relationships on Ob, in particular Rel
x 
(resp.

Rel
y
) contains disjoint subsets of Ob x Ob that

ust the beginning point of our content&metadata
ed cataloguing. Then we can modify the scheme of

 as follows:
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Fig 2. The metadata-based video indexing
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express spatial relationships “<” , “|”,”=”, “[“, “]”,
“/”, “%”, between object pairs of im (the real
image) on x axis (resp. y axis)

For simplicity we use the notation ob
i
g ob

j 
to indi-

cate that the pair (ob
i
, ob

j 
) belongs to the relation g,

where ob
i
, ob

j
Œ Ob and g Œ {>, | , = , [ , ] , / , %}. A

triple like ob
i
g ob

j 
is called an atomic relation in the

following. We also say that atomic relation ob
i
g ob

j

belongs to Rel
x

(resp. Rel
y
) if the spatial relation hold-

ing between ob
i
and ob

j 
along the x - projection (resp.

y – projection) is g. We can regard both Rel
x

and Rel
y

simply as sets of atomic relations. In the figure below

we show possible spatial relations:

The Atomic Relation Extraction Method (AREM
algorithm) derives Virtual Image from a given real
image through the following steps:
Step 1: Let Rel

x
(resp. Rel

y 
) be empty set;

Step 2: Scan the image along the x-direction (resp. y-
direction) to compute the values begin (A) and end
(A) for every AŒ Ob;
Step 3: For each couple (A,B) Œ Ob, add to Rel

x

(resp. Rel
y 
) the relation obtained by the following

case-statement:
Case: 
end(A)<begin(B) : A<B
end(B)<begin(A) : B<A
begin(A)=begin(B) and end(A)=end(B) : A=B
end(A)=begin(B) : A|B
end(B)=begin(A) : B|A
begin(A)<begin(B) and end(A)>end(B) : A%B
begin(B)<begin(A) and end(B)>end(A) : B%A
begin(A)=begin(B) and end(A)>end(B) : A[B
begin(A)=begin(B) and end(A)<end(B) : B[A
begin(A)<begin(B) and end(A)=end(B) : A]B
begin(A)>begin(B) and end(A)=end(B) : B]A
begin(A)<begin(B) < end(A)<end(B) : A/B
begin(B)<begin(A) < end(B)<end(A) : B/A
end Case

5. Virtual Image as bivalent interface
between icons and metadata

In section 3 we introduced the story unit keyframe
concept: for us it constitutes the joining element
between metadata-based indexing and content–based
one. Such joining is realized expanding the Virtual
Image. This concept has been introduced to
keyframe characterization in video segmentation and
video annotation [12]. 

As we saw in previous section, in its original form
the Virtual Image is a string of spatial relationships
between objects obtained through AREM algorithm.
We extend this structure providing it of Dublin Core
metadata [25]. As above mentioned,] the Virtual
Image is proposed as a video indexing way through
the use of keyframe indexing. Then it is possibile to
characterize obj not as real elements of the objects
existing in the keyframe, but as elements formed by
iconic image of element and metadata associated. In
such way, from one side keyframe is a representative
element of a video segment (shot, episodes, scenes or
story unit), from the other one it is possible to index
it with Virtual Image. Since in [17] the effectiveness
of Virtual Image has been demonstrated in content
based image indexing, we focus on the importance of
introduction of metadata in the Virtual Image and in
its obj elements. 

In [11] there is a DDL defined using SQL-like
terms for the Virtual Image and then including the
metadata. We extend this concept to the streaming
video providing Virtual Image of metadata at two lev-
els. The higher level includes metadata of real image
(in our case is the keyframe) from which we derived
Virtual Image. Instead lower level includes metadata
for the n objects whose Virtual Image is composed;
then the ob

j
will be stored in a database with the

AREM String and the relative metadata; such objects
will be used for querying and retrieval. Then from
one side Virtual Image is able to make content-based
indexing (through the string of spatial relationships
obtained by AREM method), from the other one it is
able to index through Dublin Core metadata.
Obviously it is possible to use the two methods
together because Virtual Image includes both.
Actually we are studying this point with many
streaming video. 

Then Virtual Image realizes a biunique corre-
spondence between iconic content (needed by user i
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the querying phase) and metadata relative to it (used
by system); we schematize this concept in Fig. 5.

Let us as example a keyframe extracted from a
video documentary (Fig. 6); from it we can extract
the significant objects. Then we provide these objects
of the Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR); we call
the obtained image symbolic image (Fig. 7 ), that will
be the input of the AREM algorithm.

Finally we show the Virtual Image resulting from
the application of the AREM algorithm and the
description through metadata in the Table 1.

Table 1. Virtual Image and Metadata 
for the example keyframe

Keyframe

DC.Description.text Graphs
DC.Relation.IsPartOf Scene D
Objects A,B,C,D
AREM.X A<B, A%C, A<D, B%D, C<B, 

C<D
AREM.Y A=B, C/A, C/B, C=D, D/A, D/B

As we can see in the table above we included in the
Virtual Image of the keyframe the metadata and in
particular:

Description.text, that is a little description of the
keyframe (subjective information);

Relation.IsPartOf, that relates keyframe with the
video segment (scene) or video segment aggregate
(story unit) from which it is extracted (objective
information).

Since the only metadata on the content of the
keyframe (that is description.text) is a subjective
information (it depends on the person assigned to
database population), Virtual Image provides a more
objective description of the keyframe content.

In the example keyframe there are two graphs that
we havo to compare: in this case it is very important
the way in which the graphs are disposed, and conse-
quently spatial relations (between the objects) of the
keyframe are important, then Virtual Image extended
to metadata provides a complete description of it.

5. Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper we looked to integrate in a single
video indexing process two different kinds of
approach: the metadata based approach, based on
the use of Dublin Core extentions for video stream-
ing, and the content based one, through the use of
Virtual Image. We can schematize the resulting video
indexing process in Fig.8.
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In addition to this mechanism we are designing an
integration system of the whole video indexing mech-
anism with an Video Digital Repository, based not
only on an efficient video storing, scenes and frames,
but also based on attributes directly derived from
ODMG 3.0 standard. In such way Virtual Image will
be a more important instrument for its ability to inte-
grate the standards that are actually extending. We
show this idea in Fig. 9.
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